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ABSTRACT

Internal positioning and navigation tools provide important
information about semantic aspects of buildings, however
information about indoor maps construction is not usually available
and designing tools used for modeling indoor environments are
hard to use or expensive. In this article, a Domain Specific
Language (DSL) for modeling indoor environments is presented,
allowing to create internal representation models, independent
of platform. This work aims to create indoor map models for
infrastructure of Indoor Navigation System (INavigS), where all
the domain concepts present in the tool are used to specify models.
The principles of the Model Driven Approach (MDA) are applied
to define a metamodel language. In addition, a graphical interface
is provided for modeling indoor environment models used by
INavigS, allowing to model internal indoor environments quickly
and easily, keeping the focus on concerns related to the domain of
navigation infrastructure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The world population has increasing in the last decades, reaching
7.7 billions of people in 2019 [24], and parallel to this growth, there
is also an increase in the number of existing buildings, playing an
important role in the economy of some nations [31]. Whereas about
80 to 90% of people spend their time inside buildings every day
[21]. Thus increasing the need for structural spatial information and
semantic information from these environments, in order to promote
several kinds of applications focused on Indoor Positioning System
(IPS), ranging from an autonomous vehicles on a factory to health
care aid system into a hospital [4].

In regards about the formats of representation of an indoor
environment, some approaches stand out into literature that can be
used to provide internal space details of buildings, being Industrial
Foundation Classes1 (IFC), CityGML Indoor Application Domain
Extensions (ADE) [18] and IndoorGML2. Each one can be used to
represent building elements in detail, as geometry and architecture,
however only indoorGML exhibits a topological representation for
indoor elements of build, which is suitable to navigation.

Traditionally, architectural software provides tools to draw floor
plans through symbols, each one of elements as doors, floors,
windows, all are represented by a Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
symbol or polygons. However, there are no topological information
of building, which is crucial for IPS applications that use
topology-based navigation. Besides, translate CAD drawing into
Geographic Information System (GIS) coordinates or build an
indoor space representation model without the floor plan is a
difficult and error prone task. There are some solutions to convert
existing digitalized drawings CAD maps into navigation graph
for indoor space [41], or indoorGML topological and semantic
mapping from building plans data extraction [?]. This approach
requires a lot of users interaction until reach the complete indoor
representation model, in order to reduce the amount of interactions,
in [20] is proposed a web based map design tool to make the user
experience more pleasurable. Users provide a DFX file as input,
and all data (e.g. polygons, doors, walls, and text) are extracted,
resulting into a IndoorGML file.

In the literature, it is possible to find other alternatives for
building indoor space representation model, using autonomous
robots equipped with sensors which is proposed by [42] [34] or
even mapping environments with laser scanners [40], and using
the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technique to
obtain the indoor representation model. These approaches produce
a detailed map, however it demands a high cost investment in
equipment (e.g. laser sensor, cameras, robots). The construction of
models to represent an internal environment that can be used in
IPS becomes a challenging task for users who are unaware of CAD

1www.ifcwiki.org/
2http://www.indoorgml.net/
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tools or even for the lack of an architectural drawing which can
serve as a basis for elaborate a topological model.

Several tools have emerged in order to be used in IPS, the Indoor
Navigation System (INavigS) is one of them. The INavigS it
consists a software infrastructure used to provide position and route
guidance to users [25]. Based on the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
beacons that are scattered around the environment. With a mobile
device, the user can receive the signal from the beacon and estimate
their relative position or receive assistance when traveling along a
route. The infrastructure uses a topological representation of indoor
model, where building elements are associated into Bluetooth
beacons. All information are stored on relational database.

The current way to populate the database that contains the indoor
representation model used by INavigS is made manually through
Structured Query Language (SQL) statements. This task is assigned
to the domain expert, being exhaustive and dismissive when the
number of elements to be inserted into the model increases,
in addition to making it difficult to trace relationships between
elements on large models occasions.

The contribution of this paper is to provide a computer
programming language with limited expressiveness and focused
on a specific domain [11]. This Domain Specific Language (DSL)
shall allow to create models of representation of the indoor space,
aiming at the reduction of complexity and allowing users and
domain experts to easily develop their own models through an
intuitive, reduced and expressive graphic interface. Making the
indoor environment modeling process simple and agile, instead
time-consuming task of model with CAD tools, or even use
expensive devices to execute this job. Firstly, it supports the
development of indoor representation models used by INavigS
infrastructure. The use of DSL will allow to create models of
representation of the indoor space both by users and by domain
experts that can be used by the INavigS navigation infrastructure.
In addition to making it possible to increase productivity, by
providing a graphical interface in which models can be created and
manipulated, where the elements are represented solely for domain
relevant aspects in a declarative way.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes
some fundamental concepts related to software development in
which the MDA based model is a central element. In Section 3, the
INavigS software infrastructure is presented, and also the overview
of some applicability and indoor representation model used by
them. Section 4 approaches the DSL aspects and notations. Section
5 demonstrates its use in some case studies, designing models for
some proposed applications, and finally in Section 6, the paper
conclusion is presented.

2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

This section presents some works with different approaches to
obtain the indoor space representation models. Therefore, it was
sought to identify the main models of representation of the internal
space and their respective formats [22] and ways to build a model
that can contain indoor information [13]. In order to identify
a way to fill the existing gap on INavigS navigation software
infrastructure, since the information that constitutes the model used
to represent the indoor space is cataloged and inserted individually
in a database, becoming a difficult and exhausting task to be
performed.

In recent years, the construction of a model of representation of the
indoor space has attracted the attention of studies and commercial
products. While some solutions make the model more expensive for
using a large amount of equipment, others choose collaboration as a
mechanism for obtaining data through the Volunteered Geographic
Information (VGI) [39], in which people and sensors act together,
being the main agents to provide data of indoor environment
mapping. One of the main initiatives is the Open Street Maps
(OSM) 3 project, which provides the possibility to edit indoor
maps for free. All geometry is represented through nodes, ways,
relations and tags and applied in indoor environment with indoor
OSM extension. Although, indoorOSM can provide a mechanism
for creating models that may represent the indoor environment, it
still comes up against the large amount of interactions that need to
occur to obtain such model, making the creation process difficult. In
addition to the need for a floor plan to guide the process of creating
a geographic model that can represent the indoor space using a floor
plan editor like Potlatch [27] and JOSM [32].

Others initiatives start from the concept that the internal
representation can be obtained from the floor plan, where
the elements that make up the CAD drawing can have their
characteristics extracted for the construction of the topological map
[41], model mainly used in IPS navigation applications. In [1]
a C++ graphical application was developed having a CAD DXF
file as input to compute nodes and edges that represent navigable
spaces and interconnections between them, in this application all
information is stored in a database. A similar approach was used
in [35] to generate an internal model containing the geometric,
topological and semantic information of buildings from existing
data, using an input file in CAD DXF format, in which the file
is interpreted to remove the elements. After this extraction step, the
topologies and space geometry relationships are created, so that the
semantic classification about this topology occurs, and results in
an IndoorGML file. In [23] a pre-processing step was proposed to
deal with errors regarding the representations of the existing walls
in the CAD drawing, before of indoor spatial elements extraction
step. After that, all topological information is obtained from the
extracted elements.

Bearing in mind that the difficulty related to the extraction of
characteristics of floor plans as a source of information to develop
a model of representation of the indoor space resides in the
large amount of interactions that must be performed by the
user. In addition to the complexity associated with tools usage
in the extraction process in the extraction process, or even on
occasions when there is no floor plan with the information to
elaborate the map. It becomes evident the need for alternatives
that could reduce a complexity associated with the development
of the representation model for indoor environments. This can
be achieved by Model Driven Engineering (MDE) methodology
in which software artifacts are generated conforms to model
specification, models can also be designed independently of the
target platform. The main principle in MDE are models, which is
defined as partial or simplified representation of reality [2] allowing
predictions or inferences to be made [19].

The use of MDE principles should improve quality, increasing
traceability between artifacts, increasing productivity, maximizing
compatibility between systems and facilitates the exploration
of models to simulate, estimate, understand, communicate and
generate code in an automated way [8]. To achieve such

3https://www.openstreetmap.org/about
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improvements, firstly increasing the level of abstraction, in which
domain concepts are used directly in the elements specified by
the language. Secondly, the high level of these abstractions is
responsible for generating final software artifacts [15].

Models play a central role in MDE, a natural subsequent step
in defining models and representing the models themselves as
instances of some metamodel. Although in theory there is an
infinite number of models. In practice the model proposed by
the Object Management Group (OMG)4 divides the modeling
languages into a four-layer architecture and supported by the Meta
Object Facility (MOF). This concept gave rise to a framework
proposed by OMG for development of systems using MDE
practices, called Model Driven Architecture (MDA)5, where is
provided a methodology to define and produce software based on
model transformations. The above concepts allow to infer which a
DSL of a system can be seen as a metamodel for a software which
intends to be modeled. In addition, an environment must be defined
so that users can specify their own models, through a well-defined
language with form (syntax) and meaning (semantics) [29]. For
[38] the main ingredients of DSL are:

Concrete Syntax: define notations that the user can specify models,
that can be graphical, textual or both.

Abstract Syntax: the data structure which keeps all relevant
semantic.

Static Semantics: define a set of constrains and/or rules to which
model to conform.

Execution Semantics: refers to the meaning of a program once it is
executed

For [16] some advantages can be achieved by using DSL, among
them the shorter time to market, faster customer feedback loops,
lower development costs, allowing later changes, and new customer
segments can be addressed more quickly.

3. THE INAVIGS SOFTWARE INFRASTRUCTURE

The INavigS is a context-aware software infrastructure supported
by mobile devices that aims to provide services for people
navigation in an indoor environment. The technology was
developed into a research project of Laboratory of Intelligent
Distributed Systems (LSDi)6 at the Federal University of Maranhao
(UFMA). That architecture make uses of Mobile Hub (M-Hub)
middleware that was developed by researchers from the Laboratory
For Advanced Collaboration (LAC)7 of the Pontifical Catholic
University of Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio) [26]. The INavigS
development idea came from the need for technologies that can
allow a means of navigation in indoor environments, in which GPS
does not work satisfactorily due to the fact that it was not created
for indoor navigation support. The main services offered by the
infrastructure are:

Geocoding: convert geographical positions (latitude and
longitude) into semantic information (Room 202, Laboratory).

Route Estimate: obtaining positioning from the current position of
the mobile device, and thus provide guidance on the path to be
taken.

4https://www.omg.org/about/index.htm
5https://www.omg.org/mda/specs.htm
6http://www.lsdi.ufma.br/
7http://www.lac.inf.puc-rio.br/

Providing information about the internal space: existence of
elevators, ramps, stairs.

Route assistance: guidance information (turn left, turn right, go
forward)

Its navigation hardware resources are composed in great majority
of BLE beacons. A beacon can receive signals from different
sources simultaneously and this information allows estimating
the distance between these sources using the Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI), in other words, the greater the intensity
of the received signal, the closest is the distance between sender
and receiver. This is a proximity based location technique, in
the literature it is possible to find similar approaches using
other wireless communication technologies, like Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) [12], and Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) [7], those technologies can be used individually or
together in a complementary way, including different data sources,
such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi [5].
In INavigS case, Bluetooth beacons are used by the software
infrastructure to provide navigation, each element of the building
can receive one or more beacons. After established the position
of Bluetooth devices by the environment, INavigS can provide
navigation, route calculation and geocoding applied in different
domains, such as navigation in a hospital [6], system to locate
products in stores [17] or even guide tourists through a museum
or city[33] its application in different scenarios is shown in Figure
1.
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Fig. 1. Different domains where INavigS can be used.

Regarding the representation of the spatial model, it occurs through
a hierarchical symbolic spatial model, as described in Figure 2. The
space is divided into three layers: Building, where the information
describing the building are found (Building Name, Address).
BuildingElements to describe the entrances, exits, hall, bathrooms,
corridors and stairs, all possible elements which compose a
building. At the level of Beacons and Links, the existence of
beacons and the connections between them are demonstrated. Each
beacon has a Unique Universal Identifier (UUID), which can be
used for identification, besides latitude and longitude, whereas the
Links are described by a value which represented the distance
between beacons, measured in meters.
The creation of the spatial model is illustrated by Figure 3.
Where P0, P1 and P3 are representing beacons that have been
positioned in the environment. To perform the calculation of the
coordinates of all the mapped points, some steps are necessary.
Firstly, the geographical coordinates of the initial position (P0) are
obtained, as well as their semantic representation (e.g. classroom
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of Indoor Representation.png

Fig. 2. Hierarchical Model of Indoor Space used by INavigS.

04, computer coordination room). Secondly, the values of the
azimuths represented by the angles (alpha and beta) are obtained.
Afterwards, the value of the distances d1 and d2 for the beacons
positioned in the environment (P1 and P2).

of spacial model.png

Fig. 3. Elaboration of spatial model used by INavigS software

infrastructure.

With this approach of building the model of representation of
indoor space, the adoption of a CAD model becomes unnecessary,
as well as facilitating the implementation of a navigation
infrastructure on occasions when there is no floor plan available.
To calculating the route to obtain the shortest path is used the
Dijkstra algorithm on the graph,since the topological information
that represents the indoor space is organized in a graph data
structure. where the nodes are Bluetooth beacons and the edges are
represented by the distance between the beacons in meters.

Despite to the fact that INavigS solves the problems of calculating
and obtaining the route, some gaps remain making it difficult to use,
such as in case of building indoor space representation model which
must contain the architectural elements of the building, sensors and
links, all objects that compound the model by the referred software
infrastructure. It demands extra effort by the domain specialist,
with the responsibility of manually entering all the information,
one by one, directly into the database manually. Thus, it becomes
evident that the need for tools that can speed up the process of
developing environmental models at the same time, can provide
means for users without any knowledge of the domain to model
their own indoor representation models. The development of a
tool focused on resolution of this particular problem of INavigS
for indoor representation model construction is described into
following sections.

4. THE INDOOR-DSL MODELING LANGUAGE

The modeling language was conceived through Obeo Designer8,
a tool in which it is possible to specify the metamodel for using
models on model driven process. The framework uses models to
describe graphic elements and tools to manipulate those elements.
Its development comprises the steps described in [37], as being the
following:

Analysis: once the problem is identified, in the case of INavigS,
the absence of a tool that allows the creation of models to represent
indoor space at a high level of abstraction. The analysis phase is
responsible for conducting a search of all relevant information to
the domain. This phase can be performed in an ad-hoc manner, in
which the domain specialist performs the analysis task because he
is intimately familiar with the characteristics of the domain [14].
Crucial information for designing a DSL in which the applications
inherent to the domain can be modeled.

Implementation: This phase consists on the development of the
tools that will be responsible for the generation of code and
transformation between models.

Use: modeling domain applications using DSL.

The conversion of applications developed using DSL can
be achieved through the Acceleo9 tool, allowing to perform
Model-To-Text (M2T) transformations, where templates can be
used to produce any type of source code (e.g. JAVA, C ++, C) from
EMF data format.

4.1 Abstract Syntax

The abstract syntax of a DSL was developed by using the
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)10 metamodel language used
to produce the ECore Indoor-DSL metamodel. The Ecore was
used to define classes, relations, attributes and data types. All the
elements are composed of concepts and relationships raised from
domain, as depicted in Figure 4.

Link

idBeacon1 : EInt

idBeacon2 : EInt

idLink : EInt

weight : EDouble = 0.0

Build

idBuild : EInt

idAddress : EInt

name : EString

Beacon

idBeacon : EInt

idBuildElement : EInt

code : EString

uuid : UUID

description : EString

latitude : EDouble = 0.0

longitude : EDouble = 0.0

UUID

java.util.UUID

Address

idAddress : EInt

city : EString

state : EString

zipCode : EString

street : EString

number : EInt

complement : EString

neighborhood : EString

BuildElement

idBuildElement : EInt

idBuild : EInt

description : EString

name : EString

type : EInt

accessible : EBoolean = true

vertical : EBoolean = false

ObjectModel

[0..1] from

[0..1] to

[0..*] buildelement

[0..*] build

[0..*] beacon

[0..*] address

[0..*] link

[0..*] beacon

Fig. 4. IndoorDSL Metamodel

8https://www.obeodesigner.com
9https://www.eclipse.org/acceleo/overview.html
10https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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The initial element of the metamodel is the “ObjectModel”, from
it, the “Address” and Link elements can be specified. After defining
the respective values, the element Build can be created from the
element “’. To instantiate an object of type “BuildElement”, there
must be a “Build” element created. After creating “Address”,
“Build” and “BuildElement”, a “Beacons” instance can be made,
in which each beacon is assigned to the respective “BuildElement”,
with respect to the “Link” object once created, “Beacons” can be
bound with one or more links.

4.2 Concrete Syntax

A graphic representation was developed containing the
representation of the concepts defined in the abstract syntax.
For its elaboration, the Sirius11 environment provided by EMF was
used, significantly reducing the effort to develop the user interface,
by providing the possibility to use the model as reference to
graphical notation. The view from model offered by Sirius is called
the viewpoint specification, and it is organized in a tree of objects
allowing to determine the behaviour in relation to the structural
aspects of the metamodel. In Indoor-DSL Modeling Language
case, the viewpoint is called “InavigsDSL”, as described on Figure
5.

Fig. 5. Sirius viewpoint specification of IndoorDSL.

All elements described in metamodel must be included
on Sirius “viewpoint specification”, its are “Link”,
“AddressContainer”, “BuildContainer”, “BuildElementNode”
and “BorderedBeaconNode”. Some attributes used to identify
the objects as “idAddress”, “idBuild”, “idBuildElement”,
“idBeacon” and “idLink” (See metamodel 4) receive some
expressions written in Acceleo Query Language (AQL)
to ensure that there is no repetition in the identification
values, making sure that the last valid identification value
is always assigned. To obtain the value, the expression used is
“aql:self.eResource().getContents().eAllContents()”+“EntityFilter”,
where the “EntityFilter” corresponds to the entity filter represented
in the model, the following filters are applied to define the
identifiers for “idAddress” (See filter 1), “idBuild” (See filter 2),
“idBuildElement” (See filter 3), “idBeacon” (See filter 4) and
“idLink” (See filter 5).

− > filter(Address)− > size() (1)

11https://www.obeo.fr/fr/produits/Eclipse-sirius

− > filter(Build)− > size() (2)

− > filter(BuildElement)− > size() (3)

− > filter(Beacon)− > size() (4)

− > filter(Link)− > size() (5)

Objects inserted into a Sirius container receive the value of the
container identification in which they are inserted. For example, the
object BuildElement is inserted in the container Build, the idBuild
attribute contained in the BuildElement object receives the value
of the container in which it was inserted. AQL expressions related
to Build (See expression 6), BuildElement (See expression 7),
Beacon (See expression 8) respectively are:

aql : self.eContainer(Address).idAddress (6)

aql : self.eContainer(Build).IdBuild (7)

aql : self.eContainer(BuildElement).IdBuildElement
(8)

In the case of Link, obtaining the values corresponding to the
identifications of the interconnected beacons values for idBeacon1
(See expression 9) and idBeacon2 (See expression 10) are achieved
by the expressions:

aql : self.from.idBeacon (9)

aql : self.to.idBeacon (10)

Based on the elements contained in the abstract syntax, the graphic
representation of the main objects of IndoorDSL is obtained
through the mapping between the elements of the metamodel and
its respective graphic representation. All elements used to design a
graphical notation are describe in the Table 1.

Table 1. Graphical Notation Elements

Abstract Syntax/Object Concrete Syntax/Icon

Address

Build

BuildElement

Beacon

Link

4.3 The Indoor-DSL Ovierview

The Sirius EMF plug-in allows to create an entire graphical
environment in a model driven development way. All graphical
components specified are in accordance with domain under study.
The designing process is carried out through the graphical interface
illustrated in Figure 6. It consists on three different areas.

11
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1- Design area: in this area, users can create their own models
freely.

2- Object Properties area: in this area there are all editable
class attributes, a form with multiple entries is displayed when a
particular object is selected.

3- The palette area: Pallet contains all the elements represented
by the concrete syntax; they are used to create instances of the
model; each element is associated with the elements presented in
the metamodel.

Fig. 6. The design interface screen of IndoorDSL.

5. CASE STUDY

To illustrate the use of Indoor-DSL, some use cases about
indoor environment modeling are presented in different spaces and
contexts.

5.1 Modeling the Indoor Representation Model of

Emergency Evacuation Response

The IPS applications need topological information from the
building to provide navigation assistance. In a disaster case, e.g.
they can decrease the time spent looking for a specific exit [10].
A hospital wants to create a model to represent its architectural
elements to guide patients and visitors inside the building in case
of emergency. With 18 rooms, 2 halls, 1 entrance and 2 exits, each
room has a beacon associated with it. Figure 7 depicts the possible
scenario modeling by using Indoor-DSL.

5.2 Modeling for a Public Building

A public building needs a topological model of its environment to
provide routes information for people with motor disabilities [30],
with a total of 20 rooms, 1 staircase, 1 ramp, 4 corridors spread
over 3 floors. Bearing in mind that each building element has at
least one beacon to identify the element. The Figure 8 illustrates
the proposed model for this scenario.

5.3 Experiments and Results

In addiction, some experiments are conducted to test Indoor-DSL
modeling language, where users can create indoor model
representations used by INavigS software infrastructure. A
usability test has been performed in order to estimate the visual
aspect of the domain language, in which it is performed empirically
and non-empirically. Similar approach can be found in [9]. Since
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Fig. 7. Scenario of emergency evacuation response case modeled through

IndoorDSL modeling language.
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47
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Fig. 8. Scenario of public building routes for people with motor

disabilities modeled through IndoorDSL modeling language.

four or five users are responsible for discovering 80% of problems
[36], assuming 8 participants of this phase, separated into 2 groups
as follows:

—6 people with low or none knowledge of DSL, MDE and indoor
representation model.

—2 people with regular previous experience into DSL, MDE and
indoor representation model.
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A simple task was assigned to each participant in which the
representation of the indoor space should be modeled, even
simplistic, the model includes aspects that can be found in a real
indoor environment, the System Usability Score (SUS) was taken
into account as a measure [3]. The SUS was computed as [28],
where the value obtained into evaluation was 86.87, considered as
an excellent value in according to the SUS scale demonstrated in
the Figure 9.
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Fig. 9. SUS score scale with result obtained of IndoorDSL modeling

Language.

For a better understanding of the evaluating results of the
Indoor-DSL modeling language use, a histogram illustrated in
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the percentages obtained with
user feedback. As can be seen, most users rate the Indoor modeling
language as excellent, even without having prior knowledge about
the internal representation model.
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Fig. 10. IndoorDSL usage results distributed by SUS score ranges

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This article presents a new approach for development of
indoor space representation model based on the model-driven
development, providing an easy mechanism for creating models
using DSL tailored to domain specifications. Thus allowing to
create models quickly, which can be used for IPS infrastructures
through a graphic language, the use was demonstrated on INavigS
indoor representation model. Both experts and users without any
knowledge of the technologies and tools for the elaboration of a
model of representation of the indoor space can use this tool for
developing their own models at a high level of abstraction.

Some features which could improve IndoorDSL modeling
language have been noted, and left as suggestions to future Works,
as transformation for different indoor representaiton models found
in the literature, as well as the possibility of create new metamodels
intended for different IPS systems and provide transformations
between them.
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